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locations [15]. Furthermore, some scholars believe that the use of
robots to represent dispersed team members will only increase
[24].

ABSTRACT
For the last decade, robots have been adopted into group work
ranging from corporate offices to military operations. While
robotic technology has matured enough to allow robots to act as
team members, our understanding of how this alters group work is
limited. In particular, little work has examined how the adoption
of robots might alter group processes and outcomes. The purpose
of this workshop is to bring together researchers investigating
issues related to the theoretical frameworks and methodological
approaches to studying human robot interactions within groups.
We expect the workshop will contribute to our understanding of
how to better design robots for group interactions.

In addition, government and private businesses have adopted
robots as group members [8, 25]. Extreme work groups, such as
SWAT teams, use multiple robots in tactical field operations [7].
Construction companies have started to utilize autonomous robots
for dangerous construction tasks to avoid loss of human life [25,
26]. Robots are also being used for non-task-related activities.
Service robots such as Snackbots provide refreshments to
employees throughout the work day [10, 13].
Human‒robot interactions can also lead individuals to develop
strong emotional attachments to robots. Evidence of this is often
seen when individuals put clothes and accessories on their robots,
treating them as if they were human [10]. Furthermore, research
has shown that these emotional attachments can elicit in-group
behaviors by which humans feel that the robot belongs to them or
their group rather than the whole organization [19].

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.0 Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI): General

General Terms
Design, Human Factors, Theory

Keywords

The inclusion of robots as team members can lead to new insights
about how groups work, which we believe is fundamentally
different from what we know of all-human groups. For example,
how does the inclusion of robots help or hurt team coordination or
cooperation? Does the inclusion of robots facilitate or impede the
development of team trust? Despite these new and interesting
questions, we know very little about this area [14, 22, 24].

human-robot interaction, groups, teams, computer-supported
cooperative work

1. INTRODUCTION
Organizations are increasingly relying on the use of work groups
[3-5, 12, 16, 17]. Communication and information technologies
have changed the way groups operate [1, 15, 20, 21]. The
explosion of robot adoption in groups for the last decade has been
reshaping how groups work in practice. As other technologies did,
robots in groups can evoke new socio-technical issues between
workers and technology. These issues are likely to have major
implications for group processes and outcomes [7, 11, 19]. Yet,
little is known about this emerging area of study.

2. Goals
This workshop is designed to stimulate interest in human‒robot
interactions within groups by assembling researchers who share a
common interest in this area. Another goal is to promote the use
of a diverse set of theoretical frameworks and methodological
approaches to studying human‒robot interactions within groups.
We also expect that the workshop will inform design by providing
insights into how the design of robots can facilitate or hinder
group interactions. As such, the goals of this workshop are as
follows:

Robots have been adopted in many contexts and domains of group
work. For example, telepresence robots enable geographically
dispersed teams to communicate more effectively [23]. By using
robots to represent dispersed group members, these members can
have a greater sense of social presence during group discussions,
which facilitates social interactions between members in different
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To bring together and establish a community of
researchers and designers who are interested in human‒
robot interactions within groups.



To present and discuss theoretical frameworks that
differentiate research on human‒robot interaction in
groups from previous work that focuses mainly on
individuals.



To brainstorm and develop reliable and valid
methodologies for studying human-robot interactions in
groups.



will be divided into 3‒4 groups. Each group will be encouraged to
produce a slide show summarizing the outcome of their
discussions. In the final session, the slides will be shared and
discussed with all participants. The workshop will be concluded
with a reflective discussion followed up with a summarization of
the insights that emerged during the workshop. Participants will
also be encouraged to provide feedback about the workshop and
provide any future suggestions for other workshop participants.

To identify and form suggestions and implications for
designing robots to better support group work.

3. Themes
To achieve the workshop goals stated above, we suggest some
potential themes that should allow a variety of perspectives to
emerge. The suggested themes include but are not limited to the
following:


Theories that can be applied to or developed for human‒
robot interaction in groups.



Research methods for studying social dynamics and group
outcomes in groups using robots.



Development of affordable and accessible robots for
studying human‒robot interaction in groups.



Design suggestions and prototypes for robots in group
contexts.



Socio-technical issues in collaboration among humans
using robots.



Examination of the gap between social requirements and
technical feasibility in human‒robot collaboration [2].



Social psychological principles for human‒robot or
human‒human behaviors in groups using robots.



Collaboration with autonomous, intelligent robots for
knowledge-based works.



Coordination and communication
multiple humans and multiple robots.



Development of experimental tasks for studying human‒
robot interaction within groups in various contexts.



Opportunities and challenges that arise from bringing
robots into group processes.



Use of autonomous intelligent robots in groups.



Testing team process variables such as cohesion and trust
by adopting robots in collaboration.
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Group performance measures in groups using robots.



Use of telepresence robots, which involves multiple
people.
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